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AUDITIONS FOR “INHERIT THE WIND”

Stageworks Theater and the Tampa Repertory Theatre are holding auditions for non-AEA actors to perform in “Inherit the Wind,” directed by C. David Frankel.

Actors are needed in a variety of ages, ethnicities and genders. The roles of Brady and Drummond have been cast.

Auditions are October 13-14. Please prepare a 1-minute monologue and email auditionsstageworks@gmail.com to sign up for one of these three time slots on either day: 6-7 pm, 7:05 – 8:05 pm or 8:10 – 9:10 pm. The production opens March 10, 2016 and will run for four weekends (the fourth weekend may be in the Murray Theatre at Ruth Eckerd Hall).

Rehearsals will begin around February 8th.